Out and About 4x4 Club
White Hills to Myalup Beach
Sunday 13th December 2020
Trip Report: Steve Dickens
Trip Leaders: Steve Dickens and Kerry Gillies
Participants: Robert Dorizzi, Ernesto Godinez, Paul
Hemmings, Mike Leddin & Clare Jones, David & Margot
Mayes, Frank Marzoli, Ian Andrews (Visitor) with Declan,
Hayden and their friend Chase.
Oh, I do like to be beside the seaside…

It’s a British thing.

Now before I write the report from our trip on 13th December Whitehills to
Myalup, serious consideration needs to be given to the club’s meeting
points, most are perfectly fine, but this trip had a meeting point at the
Miami Bake House, where conversation was not about airing down or
getting bogged but more along the lines of, “Did you see that cake? Coffee
is nice. I bought a pie. This is yummy!
Several inches later it was time to leave. Eight vehicles left the bake house
and moved on down Old Coast Road, separated but in safe hands with Bob
as Tail End Charlie. After about 8km we turned right onto Whitehills Road
with its bitumen start. We hit the sandy limestone and it was time to air
down. 15-18psi was the general thought but some had the Bake House
topics still on their minds. More on that later…
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As we approached, we could not fail to notice what could be described as a
4x4 car park. Approximately 25 cars already airing down.
I’m thinking… “This could be a long day.”
And guess who was responsible for this Facebook adventure in front of us?
Yep, it was our former member - Paul Gunton and his Facebook Crew. It
was great to see him and we shared ‘Hello’s’ before they moved on and
then we were back to eight.

We adapted well to the mix of hard corrugation, and soft sand that did its
best to build muscle strength so quite a workout. At times the shoreline
appeared very close. Now I know what you are thinking, but I did contact
Mr Google about tide times, and he told me low tide was at 07:00 am and
high tide was at 23:00 pm and as it was around 10:30 am we were safe…
Weren’t we? It was on google so it must have been correct ???? Oh, Google
you had us doubting now.
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We stopped about half-way between Whitehills and Preston to allow Paul
Gunton’s group to get a bit further ahead of us and to give our weary limbs
a break. A few drivers let a little more air out of their tyres and one person
had a valve to replace because of this decision. Thanks again Bob Dorizzi for
your assistance with replacing a valve. David was extremely grateful.

Once at Preston Beach we drove past the ‘Facebookers’ and a quick
comfort stop had us back on the sand to Myalup. The sand was softer, and
the upper body workout increased as we struggled on. Mike had to take a
closer look at a noise, Nesto was experiencing an overheating issue. I was
being dragged from one line on the sand to another, but we all survived
without major incident and made it to Myalup to air up
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We had lunch at a local park much to the delight of the children with Ian
Andrews. We chatted and heard some interesting tales from Paul Hemings
about his former employment. It was another great day with an assortment
of weather moments and a wonderful group of 4-wheel drivers.
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